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1. Introduction: 

Due to the ongoing global warming, heat mitigation strategies are becoming more and more 

important. Furthermore, the growth of the cities influences the urban climate and may lead to 

a localized increase of air temperature. Elevated air temperatures, especially during the summer 

season, may have major implications for building energy demand, local air quality, and outdoor 

thermal comfort. 

Courtyards have been traditional popular architectural resources, common in warm- climate 

Mediterranean cities. Thermal regulation provided by passive strategies such as t h e  courtyard design 

can lead to considerable energy savings. There are many possible strategies to improve the thermal 

tempering efficiency inside the courtyard. Especially in hot and dry climate (Zamani, 2018), the 

geometry of the courtyard form affects considerably the shadows produced on the building envelope, 

and, consequently, the received solar radiation and the cooling and heating loads of the building 

(Taleghani, 2018). Therefore, heating and cooling loads for different courtyard shapes should be 

evaluated. Courtyard shape can be defined by basing on the aspect ratio (AR). AR is the ratio of courtyard 

width (W) to courtyard length (L) (Al-Masri , 2012). 

2. Materials and methods 

The possible feedback between the courtyard geometry and its effectiveness as a thermal 

regulator depending on the outdoor temperature has been investigated. Accordingly, several 

studies done through field measurement regarding the thermal behavior of a number of 

courtyards in different Spanish cities are described. Specifically, we explored the diversity of 

microclimatic  conditions  in  and  around  a  number  of  geometrically  different  courtyards. 

The results show the importance of the specific geometry of a courtyard in view of the courtyards' 

microclimate. 

3. Results and conclusions 

The evaluation of the courtyard performance in a complete daily cycle through the DTR analysis 

supports the tendency detected for the maximum outdoor temperature, according to which a 

greater thermal range shows greater effectiveness of courtyard thermal tempering. It is also 

possible to establish a correlation between the courtyard aspect ratio and the diurnal thermal 

range gap between the outdoor and courtyard. Furthermore, analyzing the courtyard diurnal 

thermal range percentage within the proposed adaptive thermal comfort range, it can be verified 

that for the bigger aspect ratio the courtyard is 100% within an adequate thermal comfort zone. 
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Figure 1: Thermal gap representation contrasting all the courtyards temperatures versus the outdoor 

ones. 
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